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Introduction

The Annual Report for 2018 is provided to the community of Lake Heights Public School as an account of the school's
operations and achievements throughout the year.

It provides a detailed account of the progress the school has made to provide high quality educational opportunities for
all students, as set out in the school plan. It outlines the findings from self–assessment that reflect the impact of key
school strategies for improved learning and the benefit to all students from the expenditure of resources, including equity
funding.

Peter Heddles

Principal

School contact details

Lake Heights Public School
302 Northcliffe Drive
LAKE HEIGHTS, 2502
www.lakeheight-p.schools.nsw.edu.au
lakeheight-p.school@det.nsw.edu.au
4274 1740
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School background

School vision statement

At Lake Heights Public School, we are committed to the pursuit of excellence through quality teaching and learning, and
an environment where positive relationships underpin our school culture. We draw on creative and innovative practices
that inspire students to become active, confident participants in a rapidly changing world.

School context

Lake Heights Public School is a small school with an enrolment 148. The school is comprised of students from a range of
social and cultural backgrounds with 9% Indigenous, and 23% with a language background other than English. We
embrace the diversity that this brings to our learning environment.

Teaching and learning programs are personalised for students, to connect and engage all learners. As an Early Action
for Success school (2017 – 2020), Lake Heights has an instructional leader and interventionist who play key roles in
building staff skills and knowledge in teaching and assessing literacy and numeracy. They also assist our teachers to
customise interventions for individual students through approaches that include Language Learning and Literacy (L3)
and Targeted Early Numeracy (TEN).

Student wellbeing measures, such as the KidsMatter framework, the Bounce Back program and inter–agency
partnerships have fostered a thriving school climate. We continue to work with parents, our active P&C and the wider
community to enable students to reach their full potential.

Self-assessment and school achievement

Self-assessment using the School Excellence Framework

This section of the Annual Report outlines the findings from self–assessment using the School Excellence Framework,
school achievements and the next steps to be pursued.

This year, our school undertook self–assessment using the School Excellence Framework and participated in an external
validation. The framework supports public schools throughout NSW in the pursuit of excellence by providing a clear
description of high quality practice across the three domains of Learning, Teaching and Leading. During the external
validation process, an independent panel of peer principals considered our evidence and assessment of the school's
progress, aligned with the standards articulated in the School Excellence Framework.

The results of this process indicated that in the School Excellence domain of Learning, Lake Heights Public School is
sustaining and growing.

Lake Heights Public School has a positive learning culture supported by the high expectations of staff and parents. We
work with parents, our active P&C and the wider community to enable students to reach their full potential. The staff has
a strong commitment to improve the wellbeing and attendance of all of our students and student wellbeing measures,
such as the KidsMatter framework, the Bounce Back program and inter–agency partnerships have fostered a thriving
school climate.

To engage our students in rich learning experiences from their first introduction to school life, we have transformed our
transition to school program so that parents and students form strong relationships with teachers and the wider school
community, even before their schooling experience begins. This allows teachers to gain greater insight into the
capabilities of the children starting school and can better support students' individual learning paths, allowing them to
flourish at school.

While we have a number of positive, both established and emerging assessment practices at our school, we recognise
the need to refine and expand on the use of external assessments such as NAPLAN to monitor and evaluate student
progress.

Teaching and learning programs are personalised for students, to connect and engage all learners. As an Early Action
for Success school (2017 – 2020), Lake Heights has an Instructional Leader and Interventionist who play key roles in
building staff skills and knowledge in teaching and assessing literacy and numeracy. They also assist our teachers to
customise interventions for individual students through approaches that include Language Learning and Literacy (L3)
and Targeted Early Numeracy (TEN).

In the School Excellence domain of Teaching, the results of this process indicated that Lake Heights Public School is
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sustaining and growing.

Teachers at Lake Heights Public School individually and collaboratively reflect upon and evaluate their teaching
practices, to ensure that the strategies implemented for teaching are both evidenced based and effective. Our core
pedagogies are centred around explicit teaching, differentiated instruction and the effective use of formative assessment.
We have undertaken professional learning so that all teachers can provide explicit and timely feedback based on
success criteria and learning intentions.

To ensure that our classrooms provide effective conditions for learning, we have implemented a school wide, systematic
approach to effective classroom management which includes the use of Class Dojo. By encouraging parents to interact
with this online platform, we promote a culture of shared responsibility for student learning, where students, parents and
teachers all play active roles.

In the School Excellence domain of Leading, the results of this process indicated that Lake Heights Public School is
sustaining and growing.

The school leadership team fosters a school wide culture of high expectations and a shared sense of responsibility. The
leadership team actively supports collaborative performance development and staff efforts to improve their performance
through the PDP process and use of the Professional Standards.School resources have been allocated to processes and
projects that support our school vision and direction. This is evident in the establishment of our outdoor adventure
playground. This project has been highly successful and is constantly used by our children and their parents after school
hours, fostering a stronger sense of community in which Lake Heights Public School plays a central role.

Our self–assessment and the external validation process will assist the school to refine our school plan, leading to further
improvements in the delivery of education to our students.

For more information about the School Excellence Framework:

https://education.nsw.gov.au/teaching–and–learning/school–excellence–and–accountability/sef–evidence–guide
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Strategic Direction 1

Student wellbeing

Purpose

A planned approach to student wellbeing processes supports the wellbeing of all students so that they can connect,
succeed, thrive and learn. Our purpose is to create a school–wide, collective responsibility for student learning, which is
shared by parents and students. We aim to promote the social and emotional wellbeing of all students, to ensure
optimum conditions for student learning across the whole school. 

Overall summary of progress

 • The implementation of Bounceback across the whole school allowed for all students to participate in teaching and
learning activities that promote cooperation, positive relationships, and develop social and emotional skills.

 • The creation of a whole school scope and sequence this year, allowed for all staff to actively plan, organise and
effectively teach the Bounceback curriculum. The scope and sequence allowed for the inclusion of the Bounceback
topics in the weekly Staff Bulletin and ensures that teachers are aware of the material to be covered for the
upcoming week.

 • Key messages contained in the Bounceback program were included in  the weekly newsletter for the wider
community so that they can support the teaching and learning that is occurring at school and contribute to the
social and emotional development of their children.

 • The adoption of Bounceback has been effective in that it has supported teachers in the promotion of positive
mental health, wellbeing and resilience for students and helped them to incorporate strategies for developing safe
and supportive class and school learning environments. This has enabled a culture of more open discussions, an
awareness of student's own emotional state and the factors that impact on their own sense of wellbeing. As a
result students are increasingly self–referring to the school counsellor and students have developed a heightened
awareness of the need to take responsibility for their own behaviour.

 • To support our belief that physical activity leads to happier and healthier children, who are better able to focus on
their learning, we established 'Finland breaks' across the school, where students were outside and involved in
unstructured physical activity for 5 to 10 minutes after every 60 minutes of learning. Teachers noticed an
improvement in students' focus and students were able to concentrate better during the 60 minutes of learning.
This was evidenced by teacher's reporting less disruption from students and fewer students being sent for
timeouts. Students' responses to this new practice has been positive.

 • The impact of Lake Heights Public School's focus on attendance has resulted in improved attendance rates that
are now consistently above the state average and the number of referrals to the Home School Liaison Officer has
dropped.

 • By making attendance a priority for our school, parents are now informing the school when their child will be
absent, through either a phone call or note before contact is made by the Attendance Officer.

 • The impact of our commitment to improving attendance has helped parents to value the importance of regular
attendance in allowing their children to achieve their full potential.

 • Lake Heights Public School regularly celebrates students who have achieved perfect attendance, commemorating
their achievements in the Weekly Newsletter

 • Aboriginal attendance has come very close to rest of school population at 85% or better in some grades.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

Improved levels of student
wellbeing as measured by the
Tell Them From Me survey at the
beginning and end of each year.

$2,200 expended on school
incentives (Dojo machine),
prizes and certificates.

The tell Them From Me survey received under the
minimum number of responses to make any valid
judgements.

We have moved more towards using the Bounce
Back resource and will continue in 2019 because it
is seen by teachers to be building more resilience.

Attendance levels at 93% or
better and a 20% reduction in late
arrivals compared to the previous

$0 Our 2018 attendance rate dipped by 1% on the
previous 2 years to 92%. No individual high levels
of absenteeism have been observed nor any
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Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

year. patterns of days missed. Our opinion is that 2019
will show no downward trend in attendance.

Next Steps

 • Address the challenge of late arrival and partial absences of students.
 • Maintain the Bounceback program across all grades and adopt further measures to enhance the wellbeing of our

students.
 • Investigate other programs available such as Kindness on purpose, to supplement the work already being done at

the school.
 • Expand Finland Breaks into all classes.
 • Strive for 100% of our parents connecting to their child's class through the ClassDojo app.
 • Encourage the sharing of class moments with parents via the app.
 • Continue using the updated incident action plan forms, making modifications as needed.
 • Continue our focus on resilience and helping students appreciate the impact their actions can have on other

students' wellbeing.
 • Encourage all students to take ownership of their emotions and behaviours.
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Strategic Direction 2

Quality teaching and learning

Purpose

Excellent teachers have the capacity to transform the lives of students and to inspire and nurture their development as
learners. Our purpose is to implement effective, evidenced–based teaching methods that optimise learning progress for
all students. Teaching and assessment is responsive and personalised to meet the unique needs of each student.
Through a collaborative and reflective approach to planning, teaching and assessment, we create a strong, visible
culture in the school that promotes and supports improvement in teaching and learning. 

Overall summary of progress

 • School based evidence shows that teachers are participating in well–resourced and timely professional learning in
a collaborative team environment. Teaching and learning has been enhanced and a deeper understanding of
curriculum and effective pedagogy is evident in conversations and planning meetings.

 • Teachers have participated in ongoing collaborative planning and monitoring of their teaching and student learning
outcomes. Teacher professional learning, regular meetings and consistent use of the literacy and numeracy
learning progressions and PLAN/PLAN2 data promoted consistent teacher judgement and allowed for
accommodations and adjustments in learning programs, for example, Language, Literacy and Learning (L3),
Targeting Early Numeracy (TEN) and Words Their Way.

 • Feedback from direct observation of teaching, through agreed collaborative lesson observations as well as
self–reflection met the professional learning needs and goals of the National Education Standards of Australia.

 • Ongoing assessment and monitoring of individual student progress ensured personalised learning experiences
met the unique needs of each learner and assisted them to move towards their expected syllabus outcomes.

 • The Creative and Critical Thinking Continuum K–6 was embedded in Project Based Learning (PBL). Rich inquiry
tasks allowed more student directed learning in order to develop the skills to become 21st Century learners able to
cope with an ever changing world.

 • Students were provided with success criteria and learning intentions where students and teachers respond and
reflect, with prompt and relevant feedback, including peer assessment.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

A significant percentage of
students in each grade will be
on–track with each aspect of the
EAfS targets in literacy and
numeracy.

$66,000

Interventionist 3 days per
week

$8,400 Teacher
professional learning

In our second year of being an Early Action for
Success school 84% of K–3 students were on track
in reading and 80% in numeracy.

Differentiated programs allow students to access
the curriculum at their individual learning level.
Learning programs reflect adjustments that promote
equitable outcomes for all learners.

Students have  benefited from these close
inter–school relationships through competitions
such as the CoS Writing Competition and CoS
Public Speaking Competition. Not only did
experiences such as these help teachers to create
meaningful learning experiences with a real–world
purpose and audience, but they allowed teachers to
engage in moderation to ensure consistent teacher
judgements across schools.

Teachers also participated in collaborative
professional learning in order to effectively
implement new pedagogies.

Remain on–track to achieve the
Premier's Priority by 2020 – i.e.

Effective strategies included:
 • identifying which students 'at risk' and effectively
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Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

The proportion of students in the
top two NAPLAN bands will
increase by eight per cent (30%
increase for Aboriginal students
as an inclusive part of the 8%
increase for the general
population)

supporting them with 2nd and/or 3rd tier
interventions and specific personalised learning;
 • the establishment of an Interventionist position
using equity funds to support students at risk whilst
individual learning plans were developed by the
Learning and Support Teacher in consultation with
class teachers and parents;
 • K–2 student performance data collected and
analysed at 5 & 10 weekly intervals to inform
teaching and
reported on to the Principal, executive and teaching
staff with successes celebrated;
 • 3–6 student performance data collected and
analysed to inform teaching and reported on at 10
weekly intervals.

Next Steps

 • Provide more opportunity for collaborative programming including the use of OneNote in all classrooms. Also share
programming across the school to develop greater consistency between K–2 and 3–6 classes.

 • Experiment with ways of including information from the Learning Progressions into planning documents.
 • Share and expand methods for delivering timely feedback across the school.
 • Develop a scope and sequence for explicit teaching of phonics.
 • Establish the integration of decodable readers into K–1 classes, within existing L3 structures.
 • Invest in quality teacher texts to support professional learning in formative assessment

Implement fortnightly K–2, 3–6 meetings as alternate staff meetings to begin sharing ideas, training and
organisational issues.

 • Implement data rounds in both K–2 and 3–6. Clarify data entry expectations and identify individual learning needs.
 • Provide learning support training for SLSOs and aligned it with their PDPs.
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Strategic Direction 3

Innovation for learning

Purpose

Successful learners are creative and productive users of technology who think deeply and logically to solve problems.
The physical environment of the school is flexible, promotes collaboration and is responsive to the changing needs of
learners. Teachers facilitate meaningful student–led inquiry that promotes discussion and develops critical and creative
thinking. 

Overall summary of progress

 • This year, we have created additional physical learning environments that are flexible, promote collaboration and
meet the changing needs of the learners. The school has capitalised on the existing outdoor spaces and created
an adventure playground that encourages challenging and creative play and promotes teamwork in a natural
environment. The school took a creative approach to the use of the physical environment to ensure that it
optimises learning catering to a range of student interests and needs.

 • Digital programming was trialed by more than half the teachers this year and was found to enable teachers
working in a job sharing capacity to work more collaboratively and share information about student progress.
Teachers also shared their program with supervisors, providing more regular opportunities for supervisors to
monitor and provide feedback on class learning.

 • Teachers used the knowledge gained from a Project Based Learning professional development, and the Critical
and Creative Thinking Continuum for K–6, when planning for the learning experiences. They used the continuum
to embed creative and critical thinking capabilities across the curriculum.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

Students engaged in authentic,
challenging learning and play that
results in fewer conflicts and
higher levels of problem solving
as reported by teachers who
monitor the playground spaces.
Student surveys in relation to
their play time indicate that their
playground experience has
variety and high interest.

Socio–economic
background ($35000.00)

We have remained on track with all our outdoor
initiatives including linking the primary classrooms
to the outdoor covered space. The use of the Hub
for STEM hasn't been necessary. The use of Hub
has evolved into a multi purpose training venue for
various groups within and outside the school.
Assemblies have been very successful using our
Friday afternoon outdoor under the COLA format.

In 2018, staff participate in
professional learning that focuses
on the vision and purpose of
adventure play with a goal to
determine improvement
measures.

$1000 Staff understand the importance of play, particularly
unstructured play on early childhood development.
Through staff understanding and work with buddy
classes, the adventure playground is becoming a
place that fosters creativity, independence, and
problem–solving.

Next Steps

Extend the use of digital programming so that all teachers are using the same platform through a series of professional
learning sessions and development of an agreed programming structure.

Conduct a school walk–around to investigate signage that teaches (adventure playground/ bubblers/hats/walk areas).
Also involve parents/community group to look at the upper school entry and other parts of the school that they will be
aware of as visitors.

Provide tables and seating to the 3–6 sheltered area (Primary Cola) and open up the 3/4 classroom to this space to
create a collaborative and flexible learning space.

Design and install a sports shed (relocatable) to promote easy access to sporting equipment and free up a storage space
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for the community garden group.

Design and install a sandpit area and play boat in the Adventure Playground to expand opportunities for the development
more creative and critical thinking habits.

Furnish and equip the Makerspace in the Learning Hub with suitable work benches for STEM, Science and other
innovative group learning.
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Key Initiatives Resources (annual) Impact achieved this year

Aboriginal background loading $16962 An additional teacher was employed to work
with Aboriginal students, their families and
class teachers on the development and
maintenance of meaningful learning plans.
Our attendance rate for Aboriginal students
improved significantly and was higher than
the state average.

Parent meetings were held once a semester
to talk to parents about what has been
happening
at school to support their children and to gain
feedback and ideas. Regular communication
of PLP goal progress occurred throughout the
year and through communication on class
dojo.

English language proficiency  • English language
proficiency ($ 5125.00)
 • English language
proficiency ($5 125.00)

In 2018, Lake Heights Public School had an
influx of refugee students. Individual learning
plans for these students were implemented to
help them develop their skills in English.

These students were also extensively
supported in class through the employment of
a specialist teacher so that they were able to
understand and participate in classroom
activities.

Low level adjustment for disability  • Low level adjustment for
disability ($ 18428.00)
 • Low level adjustment for
disability ($ 41645.00)
 • Low level adjustment for
disability ($18 428.00)
 • Low level adjustment for
disability ($41 645.00)

This funding provided the school with a
specialist teacher for 1.5 days per week to
support students with additional needs in
order that they may more fully access the
curriculum.

Funding was also used for School Learning
Support Officer time.

The Learning and Support teacher and two
School Learning Support Officers provided
direct support to teachers
and their students with a range of needs
including, learning, speech/language, fine
motor, social, emotional and behaviour. They
worked collaboratively with classroom
teachers to implement and monitor
adjustments and personalised learning
support plans. learning and support
timetables were established and reviewed
regularly according to the needs of students.

Quality Teaching, Successful
Students (QTSS)

School staffing entitlement
equalling 1 day per week.
 • Quality Teaching,
Successful Students
(QTSS) ($ 21000.00)
 • Quality Teaching,
Successful Students
(QTSS) ($21 000.00)

The QTSS staffing allocation enabled the
school to implement a clearly defined
performance and development process that
supported teachers in planning, implementing
and reviewing annual performance and
development goals aligned with not only the
Australian Teaching Standards but school
priorities. Activities included in the school's
process included coaching support from the
interventionist as well as peer observations
and feedback of teaching practice.

Socio–economic background  • Socio–economic
background ($ 192288.00)
 • Socio–economic
background ($192 288.00)

This funding was used to implement initiatives
in relation to the three school plan strategic
directions.
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Socio–economic background  • Socio–economic
background ($ 192288.00)
 • Socio–economic
background ($192 288.00)

Staffing costs – Additional support staff,
teacher days, attendance officer,
communications and social media/customer
relations officer, Interventionist and additional
professional learning.

Resources – building access to flexible
outdoor learning areas, adventure
playground, community garden projects,

These initiatives have led to improved
communication with families through
ClassDojo, online newsletters, well attended
parent–teacher conversation meetings and a
tripling of attendance by parents,
grandparents and friends at all school events.

Making attendance a priority has led to
increased student participation and
engagement. The community is aware of the
importance of regular school attendance at
school and its impact on student learning.
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Student information

Student enrolment profile

Enrolments

Students 2015 2016 2017 2018

Boys 71 73 76 67

Girls 62 63 72 79

For the past 16 years, school enrolments have
remained at a similar level between 140 – 150
students.

Student attendance profile

School

Year 2015 2016 2017 2018

K 89.1 92.7 94.3 93.4

1 86.1 91.9 92 93

2 95 91.7 95 89.9

3 86.7 96.5 90.6 93.6

4 89.2 93.1 94.7 92.7

5 90.5 93.9 92 91.8

6 90.1 91 94.3 90.6

All Years 89.2 93 93.2 92.1

State DoE

Year 2015 2016 2017 2018

K 94.4 94.4 94.4 93.8

1 93.8 93.9 93.8 93.4

2 94 94.1 94 93.5

3 94.1 94.2 94.1 93.6

4 94 93.9 93.9 93.4

5 94 93.9 93.8 93.2

6 93.5 93.4 93.3 92.5

All Years 94 94 93.9 93.4

Management of non-attendance

Non–attendance is managed through a daily review of
attendance and absentee patterns by the Assistant
Principal. Phone contact is also made on the first or
second day of an absence. Quite often, parents will
make the initial contact to let the school know of their
child's absence.

In 2018, there was only a one case where the Home
School Liaison Officer was involved in direct contact
with the family.

Workforce information

Workforce composition

Position FTE*

Principal(s) 1

Assistant Principal(s) 1

Classroom Teacher(s) 5.9

Teacher of Reading Recovery 0.21

Learning and Support Teacher(s) 0.4

Teacher Librarian 0.4

School Administration and Support
Staff

1.63

*Full Time Equivalent

The Australian Education Regulation, requires schools
to report on Aboriginal composition of their workforce.
In 2018 Lake Heights had 0 Indigenous members of
staff.

Teacher qualifications

All teaching staff meet the professional requirements
for teaching in NSW public schools. 

Teacher qualifications

Qualifications % of staff

Undergraduate degree or diploma 100

Postgraduate degree 45

Professional learning and teacher accreditation

The Professional Learning program at Lake Heights
Public School is recognised as  providing vital training
for improving teachers' skills, competencies and
knowledge and in turn improving learning outcomes for
students.

Teacher professional learning is informed by the
school's targets with reference to the strategic plans for
the Department of Education and is available for all
staff. Funds expended in this area are for course fees
and for providing relief for staff members from their
regular duties in order that they can attend training
sessions.

In 2018, members of staff participated in professional
learning at regular staff meetings which focused on
literacy, numeracy and  teaching with new school
technology as well as mandatory DoE training on CPR,
Child Protection, Asthma and Anaphylaxis. Teachers
also undertook courses externally in External
Validation, PLAN 2,  Literacy and Numeracy. All K–2
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teachers took part in Language, Literacy and Learning
(L3) training throughout the year.

Aspiring school leaders participated in local network
meetings and leadership courses.

Approximately half of the school's teaching staff are at
an early career stage and all staff are accredited
through the New South Wales Education Standards
Authority.

Financial information

Financial summary

The information provided in the financial summary
includes reporting from 1 January 2018 to 31
December 2018. 

2018 Actual ($)

Opening Balance 81,153

Revenue 1,676,438

Appropriation 1,653,713

Sale of Goods and Services 4,670

Grants and Contributions 16,968

Gain and Loss 0

Other Revenue 100

Investment Income 986

Expenses -1,611,225

Recurrent Expenses -1,611,225

Employee Related -1,400,663

Operating Expenses -210,561

Capital Expenses 0

Employee Related 0

Operating Expenses 0

SURPLUS / DEFICIT FOR THE
YEAR

65,213

Balance Carried Forward 146,366

The surplus of $65,000 represents less than 4% of the
school budget. It was earmarked for making an early
start on minor building works planned for the following
year. These included the outdoor furniture for the
primary sheltered area and the top playground bubbler
and plumbing.

Financial summary equity funding

The equity funding data is the main component of the
'Appropriation' section of the financial summary above. 

2018 Actual ($)

Base Total 1,170,687

Base Per Capita 28,619

Base Location 0

Other Base 1,142,068

Equity Total 270,672

Equity Aboriginal 13,185

Equity Socio economic 192,288

Equity Language 5,125

Equity Disability 60,073

Targeted Total 38,436

Other Total 143,704

Grand Total 1,623,498

Figures presented in this report may be subject to
rounding so may not reconcile exactly with the bottom
line totals, which are calculated without any rounding. 

A full copy of the school's financial statement is tabled
at the annual general meetings of the parent and/or
community groups. Further details concerning the
statement can be obtained by contacting the school.
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School performance

NAPLAN

In the National Assessment Program, the results across
the Years 3, 5, 7 and 9 literacy and
numeracy assessments are reported on a scale from
Band 1 to Band 10. The achievement scale
represents increasing levels of skills
and understandings demonstrated in these
assessments.

From 2018 to 2020 NAPLAN is moving from a paper
test to an online test. Individual schools are migrating to
the online test, with some schools attempting NAPLAN
on paper and others online.

Results for both online and paper formats are reported
on the same NAPLAN assessment scale. Any
comparison of NAPLAN results – such as comparisons
to previous NAPLAN results or to results for students
who did the assessment in a different format – should
take into consideration the different test formats and
are discouraged during these transition years.

Over half Year 3 students scored Band 4 or higher for
Grammar and Punctuation. In the Year 3 Writing, no
students scored in the lowest 2 bands. Over half the
students scored in Bands 3 and 4.

In Reading for Year 3, over 92% of students scored at
or above Band 3.

Our targeted interventions in Year 3 are helping to
move students up from the lower bands. Our challenge
now is to move students on from the middle to the top
bands.

Over half Year 5 students scored in Bands 5 and 6 in
Grammar and Punctuation. In Reading, 75% of
students scored in Bands 5 and 6. In Year 5 Writing,
90% of students scored in the middle bands.

Our challenge in Year 5 is to create growth from Year
3.

Band 1 2 3 4 5 6

Percentage of students 0.0 21.4 21.4 28.6 14.3 14.3

School avg 2016-2018 10.9 10.9 21.8 21.8 16.4 18.2
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Band 1 2 3 4 5 6

Percentage of students 0.0 0.0 50.0 35.7 7.1 7.1

School avg 2016-2018 3.6 1.8 25.5 30.9 29.1 9.1

Band 1 2 3 4 5 6

Percentage of students 0.0 21.4 21.4 14.3 21.4 21.4

School avg 2016-2018 5.5 18.2 12.7 20 20 23.6

Band 1 2 3 4 5 6

Percentage of students 6.7 0.0 26.7 20.0 26.7 20.0

School avg 2016-2018 5.5 7.3 29.1 16.4 21.8 20
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Band 3 4 5 6 7 8

Percentage of students 18.2 13.6 22.7 36.4 4.5 4.5

School avg 2016-2018 15.5 15.5 19 27.6 13.8 8.6

Band 3 4 5 6 7 8

Percentage of students 0.0 13.6 36.4 36.4 9.1 4.5

School avg 2016-2018 6.9 12.1 25.9 29.3 19 6.9

Band 3 4 5 6 7 8

Percentage of students 0.0 18.2 31.8 31.8 13.6 4.5

School avg 2016-2018 5.2 15.5 27.6 25.9 24.1 1.7
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Band 3 4 5 6 7 8

Percentage of students 22.7 18.2 27.3 22.7 9.1 0.0

School avg 2016-2018 15.5 15.5 36.2 25.9 5.2 1.7

In Year 3, there is an even spread between Bands 2 to
5 in Numeracy. In Year 5, approximately 75% of
students scored in the middle bands 5 and 6.

Our challenge in Year 5 is to create growth from Year
3.

A lot of professional learning over recent years has
gone into literacy. In 2019, our focus will shift towards
numeracy.

Band 1 2 3 4 5 6

Percentage of students 0.0 21.4 28.6 28.6 21.4 0.0

School avg 2016-2018 1.9 24.5 28.3 24.5 9.4 11.3

Band 3 4 5 6 7 8

Percentage of students 4.5 18.2 45.5 27.3 4.5 0.0

School avg 2016-2018 3.4 17.2 41.4 25.9 5.2 6.9

In 2018, in accordance with the Premier's priorities:
Improving education results:

An average of 19.21% of students scored in the top 2
NAPLAN bands for numeracy and reading. Teachers
continue to implement evidence based teaching
practices. School based evidence shows teachers
participating in well–resourced and timely professional
learning in a collaborative team environment to
enhance teaching and learning as well as developing a
deeper understanding of curriculum and effective
pedagogy which is driving improvement trends.
Teaching and assessment is responsive and
personalised to meet the unique needs of each student.

State Priorities: Better services – Improving Aboriginal
education outcomes for students in the top two
NAPLAN bands.

In 2018, 1 Year 3 and 1 Year 5 student sat for
NAPLAN. Both scored in the top two bands for
numeracy and reading. All Aboriginal students receive
weekly one on one teacher support regardless of their
ability.

Parent/caregiver, student, teacher
satisfaction

Evidence provided by the Tell Them From Me Survey
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indicated that students at Lake Heights Public school
experience a positive sense of belonging higher than
the average for other government schools in NSW.

91 per cent of students feel accepted and valued by
their
peers and others at the school compared with 82
percent in the state. 88 per cent of students also feel
they have someone at school who consistently provides
encouragement and can be turned to for advice.

97 per
cent of students also believe schooling is useful in their
everyday life and will have a strong bearing on their
future. 94 percent of students feel teachers are
responsive to their needs, and encourage
independence with a democratic approach.

Policy requirements

Aboriginal education

Lake Heights Public School had an enrolment of 14
Aboriginal students and received Aboriginal
background funding in 2018 that was equivalent to one
half teacher day per week.

Our plan included:
 • employment of a learning support teacher to work

with Aboriginal students in literacy and numeracy
 • providing staff with knowledge and guidance in

Aboriginal culture and activities
 • teachers working with Aboriginal parents in

creating increased school and educational
involvement.

All Aboriginal students continue to have Personalised
Learning Plans (PLP's) which are developed in
consultation with the student, parents/caregivers and
the classroom teacher. There's a strong emphasis on
the setting and tracking of academic learning goals and
creating a joint ownership and responsibility for the
students' learning.

Our approach aims to increase Aboriginal student
engagement through creating a culture of working
together and building friendships and partnerships of
mutual respect.

Multicultural and anti-racism education

The school's cultural diversity provides many
opportunities for students to engage in multicultural
education within the classrooms and at special events
during the year.

Teaching and learning programs aimed to provide
students with an understanding of historical Australian
identity within a multicultural society.

Once again in 2018, Lake Heights Public School
participated in the Multicultural Public Speaking
Competition raising awareness of multicultural
perspectives. The school embraces community
harmony through teaching and learning activities that

address issues such as racism, tolerance and respect.
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